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Introducing Digirupt.io
Digirupt.io connects marketers with executives
who are driving digital transformation in the
enterprise. Digirupt runs the first media site
singularly focused on providing CXOs with
insight into how to adapt to digital disruption.

Editorial Mission

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Business and technology experts agree that enterprises are steeped in an
unprecedented wave of digital transformation (DX) and disruption. Successfully
navigating this landscape is essential to survival in the coming years.
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41% of enterprise
executives say their
companies are at
high or extreme
risk of disruption
by emerging
technologies and
companies1

85% of enterprises
today are
investing in digital
transformation2

Analysts project
worldwide
spending on digital
transformation will
exceed $1.1 trillion
annually by 20193

Enterprises need to make the right digital investments and effective organizational
changes to successfully compete.
As digital transformation redefines business, expect Digirupt to be there at every step,
chronicling the who, what, when, where, why, and how of the disruption to come.
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ERICKA
CHICKOWSKI
Ericka is an
award-winning
writer who
specializes in
telling stories
about how information technology
shapes business innovation. Her
reporting on enterprise technology
has appeared in dozens of media
outlets, including AdExchanger,
Entrepreneur, InformationWeek,
and TechBeacon. Best known for
her coverage of cybersecurity and
DevOps, Chickowski also serves
as a contributing writer for Dark
Reading and a contributing editor
for DevOps.com.

Audience

COVERING ALL VERTICALS

Digirupt speaks to the digital leaders who are reshaping the future of the enterprise:

The digital drive transcends all
industries:

Media

CIO

CMO

CTO

COO

CDO

CEO

Technology

Insurance

Of course, Digirupt’s coverage targets the tech executive crowd. This includes Chief
Information Officers (CIOs), Chief Technology Officers (CTOs), and Chief Digital
Officers (CDOs).

Financial Services

But that’s just part of our reach.

Retail

We recognize that digital initiatives bleed into every layer of business today.
Our coverage and targeted audience reflects that crossover to include Chief
Marketing Officers (CMOs), Chief Operating Officers (COOs), Chief Financial
Officers (CFOs), Chief Executive Officers (CEOs), and boards, all of whom are all
called to strategize and act with a foundation of technical literacy that was unheard
of from business leaders of previous generations.
Digirupt arms all these leaders with the news and actionable insights they need to
successfully navigate their organizations through the era of Internet of Things (IoT),
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the rise of entirely new business models.
Digirupt’s content provides a balanced blend of coverage relevant to any
business leader committed to embedding digital throughout the enterprise—
regardless of whether they’re part of IT.

Healthcare

Government
Expect Digirupt coverage to tie
together transformative trends that
cut across all these verticals and
more. Our stories will show how
digital trends impact every type of
enterprise.

Editorial Focus
5 Pillars of Digirupt Coverage

DELIVERING DIGITAL The inside scoop, features, and insights on how
enterprises are turning themselves into automated juggernauts through
new business strategies and improved technology delivery methods like
DevOps
Key Audiences: CIO, CDO, CSO, CEO

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT Stories and news about innovative ways
enterprises are marketing their brands, communicating with customers,
gathering customer insights, and driving omnichannel success
Key Audiences: CMO, Chief Revenue Officer, VP Sales, CIO

PRODUCT INNOVATION Insights on product design, the user
experience, and software engineering
Key Audiences: CTO, VP Engineering, Chief Product Officer, CSO

WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT Examines how internally deployed digital
services and automation will drive the future of work and employee
productivity
Key Audiences: CIO, CDO, CEO

INFRASTRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS The spot for critical business
technology trends in HR, supply chain, finance, smart manufacturing, and
facilities and fleet management
Key Audiences: CIO, COO, CFO, CSO

ENGAGING READERS
We’ll tap into this targeted audience
with quality coverage about digital
trends that includes:
Case studies of
digital transformation
in action

Interviews with key
thought leaders in DX

News coverage of
disruptive technology
trends

Industry benchmarks
and analysis

Special reports
featuring quality,
long-form journalism
As digital transformation redefines
business, expect Digirupt to
be there every step of the way,
chronicling the who, what, when,
where, why and how of the
disruption to come.

Hot Topics for 2019
As we build out content in our inaugural year, we’ll forgo a formal monthly editorial
calendar in favor of fast-moving coverage of the technology trends making the
biggest impact on enterprises today. Expect our coverage to emphasize stories in
the following topic areas:
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The enterprise digital
transformation case studies,
research, thought leadership,
and strategies you need to
succeed

DATA SCIENCE
Making smarter decisions
through disciplined collection,
organization, and analysis
of data, and how the best
accomplish these goals

DISRUPTIVE TRENDS
The latest on disruptive and
emerging technologies, such
as robotics, drones, VR/AR,
blockchain, and more, as they
relate to innovation and risk in
the enterprise

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
How enterprises are improving
their business processes, digital
delivery, product innovation,
customer engagement, and
workforce productivity through
AI and machine learning

AUTOMATION
How strategic use of
automation in everything from
robotic process automation
to self-healing factories is
streamlining business

CLOUD
Maximizing and successfully
managing cloud-native and
hybrid cloud environments

INTERNET OF THINGS
How the Internet of everything
— wearables, smart appliances,
etc. — is disrupting the
enterprise

INNOVATION & RISK
How enterprises are managing
security, risk, and privacy in the
age of digital disruption

UPCOMING REPORT TOPICS
File-alt Digital Transformation Survival
Guide
File-alt How to Turn Your Organization
Into an Innovation Machine
File-alt Putting AI and Machine Learning
to Work
File-alt The Future of Work
File-alt The Rise of Bots in the Enterprise
File-alt The Low Code Revolution
File-alt Report Series: A CXO’s Primer on
Digital Transformation
File-alt 10 Traits of Digitally Mature
Organizations
File-alt A CEO’s Guide to Emerging Tech

Sponsorship

WHY BECOME A
FOUNDING SPONSOR?

Digirupt seeks sponsors who are interested in helping us deliver the most relevant
news, information, insights, and discussions on digital transformation to all relevant
enterprise decision-makers. To date, digital transformation has been covered
scattershot by a range of tech industry and business publications, but it desperately
needs its own centralized platform.

•

Help build a much-needed outlet
singularly focused on DX

•

Reach a difficult-to-target cross
section of CXOs

•

Tap into Digirupt’s expert
content marketing resources

•

Extend thought leadership
influence on digitally focused
execs

•

Establish early association with
seminal reports

Our sponsors underwrite the quality reporting necessary to tell the stories about
digital disruption and enterprise innovation that are otherwise going unnoticed.
In addition to helping raise market awareness about DX topics, sponsors get access
to an emerging readership that otherwise remains elusive. Digirupt aims to establish
an audience of key digital decision-makers with a diverse set of business and
technical backgrounds and an enviable cross-section of CXOs.
To discuss sponsorship packages, email sales@digirupt.io for a rate sheet and
more information about how we can partner together.

Available Branding and
Lead Generation Services
WEB ADS
Leaderboard, skyscraper, and button ads
across the site, and targeted to specific
horizontal categories and vertical topics
NATIVE SIDEBAR CONTENT FEED AD
Native sidebar ad that serves up
sponsor-provided stream of content,
embedded into page design
NATIVE SPONSORED ARTICLE AD
Native ad for a single piece of
sponsored content, embedded into
editorial content pages
SPECIAL REPORTS
Long-form journalism reports that dive
into special topics on disruption and
innovation, underwritten by two to five
sponsors

DIGIRUPT DIGEST
Quarterly journal with one longer feature
and a compilation of several related
articles from the past three months,
including one to two sponsored articles
RESEARCH BRIEFS
Shorter survey and research reports that
are editorially driven but supported by a
single sponsor
WEBINARS
Digirupt provides a number of editorial
and custom webinar formats for both
demand and lead generation
CUSTOM CONTENT EBOOKS
AND WHITEPAPERS
Sponsor-driven content, tagged as
“Sponsored” on the site; turnkey custom
content production and syndication also
provided

Call for
Contributions
We can’t do this alone. Digirupt wants to
publish thought-provoking perspectives
from digital leaders ready to share
transformation success stories, lessons
learned, and informed speculation about
innovation in the enterprise. We’re on the
lookout for views from digitally focused
enterprise executives, consultants, and
other technical evangelists who are ready to
engage with our readers.
We’re looking for content low on fluff and
high on value for our readers. This means no
product reviews, vendor promos, or selfserving columns. Instead, we seek content
that will help our core readership do their
jobs better and push their organizations to
success.
To learn more about how you can
contribute, contact us at
editors@digirupt.io for a copy
of our contributor guidelines.

News and insight on
digital transformation
in the enterprise
Facebook facebook.com/DigiruptIO
LINKEDIN-IN linkedin.com/Company/DigiruptIO
TWITTER twitter.com/DigiruptIO
For more information,
contact us at
sales@digirupt.io

